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a) With suitable diagram. derive the pole placement equa
plants in phase-variable form.

b) Given the plant.

tlons for controller design for the 10

15

G (s) = s
20(s + 5)

Design the phase-variable feedback gains to yield 9.5% overshoot and a settling time of

D't”mi"e whether the system is comr({plble' 1 2 1 r21
–1 5 lx+Itl„
3 –41 Fri

l a)

b)

13

12

Ax + BuX

0

3. a)

, t))

What is the chd11enge in designing controller for the system not represented in phase

variable form?

12

13
Desjgn a linedr state-feedback controller to yield 20% overshoot and a settling time ot
2 seconds for a plant

(s + 6)
G(s) = +

"“'="'";'"“':':':T,'::„':'R“) ;IJ;*[T I„
y = Cz = [–1 1 0 lz

4. a) Explain with nPcessar} diagram and formula different configuration of observer desIgn
13

12

b) Desjgn an ob'ser\''er for the plant
(s + 6)

G(s) = s

"'“'“'"’“"""': rT::":'„'TfT};'j'"jT':[h':”":"' ""
p = CR = [1 o OII

1-hF observer \\ ill respond 10 times faster than the controlled looP design
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5. a)

b)

Mat is the downside of the determining controllability and obsewability b)' inspection? 12

13Determine whether the s\ stem

*='**,„=[:.: +i
y = Cx = [4 6

II**[: I„
8]x

is observable

6. a)
b)

Derive necessar\ formulas related to alternative approaches to Observer Deslgn' 12

13
Desjgn an observer for the plant

0 It

1

(s + 6)
G(s) = 7

\\ hose estimated plant is represented in state space in cascade form as

[–f –=' 1, 1 [
p = 02 = [1 o o]2

The closed_loop step response of the observer is to have 10% overshoot u'ith a 0.1

second settling time.

I2+2 = /12 + Bu =

7. a)
b)

Steady-State Error Design via Integral Control.
Desjgn an integral controller for the plant

- x=[–O7 –19]x + [?]u
y = [4 1]x

to yield a step response \\ hh 1 0% overshoot. a peak time of 2 seconds- and zero
stead) -state error.

12

13

8 Derive the Reduced-Matrix Riccati equation for optimal quadratic regulator s>'stems' 12

13Consider the s\ stem shown in the foIIo\\ ing figure,

X 3.t )
It

i

Ptant

Assuming the control signal to be
ud) = – kx V)

determine the optimdl feedback gain matrix K such that the fc)Ilo\\ ing performance
index is minimized:

/ = 1 (xTQx+u2)dt
CC

0

.=[: : I
(I' ? O)
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